New Work of Fiction, ‘Lemon Curd’,
Follows Implications of Office
Relationship
Forbidden Romance Blossoms for Two Executives in “Lemon Curd”
LOS ANGELES, Calif. – Oct. 12 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Linbrook Press today
announced the publication of “Lemon Curd” (ISBN 10: 0-9779780-0-1), a
fictional tale of love and loyalty by first time author Homa Pourasgari. The
author infuses Lemon Curd with morals and ethical standards as demonstrated
by the internal struggle of the main characters, taking place in two
transcontinental cities, Los Angeles and London.

Lemon Curd follows the relationship of main characters Anna Lisa Gibson and
Neil Scott Whittaker, two high powered executives. Taking place in two
transcontinental cities, Los Angeles and London, Lemon Curd follows Anna Lisa
and Neil’s relationship as it blossoms from being colleagues to lovers and
examines the implications of their actions. Neil happens to be engaged and
while in love, Anna Lisa tries to resist her feelings and his advances.
Pourasgari infuses Lemon Curd with morals and ethical standards as
demonstrated by the internal struggle experienced by Anna Lisa and Neil. Each

decision they make seems to strengthen or discredit their character.
Throughout the book, family, friends, and true love play an important role as
Anna Lisa and Neil realize the important things in life and fight to regain
control of their futures.
“Lemon Curd offers three things to readers,” said author Homa Pourasgari. “It
gives them a chance to escape from reality; a chance to realize the real
meaning of romance, love, and friendship; and a realistic look at entangling
your emotions with people already involved in relationships. Anna Lisa and
Neil learn the hard way and are forced to deal with the realities.”
Homa Pourasgari was born in Tehran, Iran and now resides in Los Angeles,
California. At 23, she opened a retail store where she learned the art of
observing people and transferring their qualities into characters for her
writing. Pourasgari also has experience in marketing, banking, accounting,
and fitness. She is currently a full-time author.
Lemon Curd is listed in Bowker’s Books In Print and is available for purchase
at major online bookstores including Amazon.com.
For additional information, visit www.homapourasgari.com where you can read
an author biography as well as professional book reviews for Lemon Curd.
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